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Is Global Warming caused by… 
A Hole in the Ozone Layer? 












Why is it called the green house effect? 
• It’s called the greenhouse effect because the atmosphere 
keeps the earth warm – just like a greenhouse. 
• In the atmosphere, however, it isn’t a sheet of glass, but 
gases that absorb the radiation and re-emit it back to earth. 
The gases in the atmosphere that 
act like glass in a greenhouse and 
are called greenhouse gases. 
• The Earth absorbs                 
about 70% of sunlight 
and reflects the rest 
back to space 
• Without this process 
the temperature would 
be -19° C, or -3° F. 
This is about 35°C 
colder than the 
average temperature 
on the Earth. 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Greenhouse_Effect.svg 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Greenhouse_Gases.jpg 
Summary: 
•  Greenhouse gases, like CO2, absorb infrared radia@on 
reflected from the earth that would otherwise 
escape. 
•  This is re‐emi?ed back into the lower atmosphere 
and the earth’s surface, hea@ng them up. 
•  It keeps the earth warm and livable. 
•  As we increase the amount of greenhouse gases, the 
earth warms up more and more, which causes 
problems! 
Next class. . .   
•  We’ll talk more about the consequences of 
higher global temperatures. 
